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A Review of Two Rare Piiie Snakes
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BY ROGER CONANT'
A comiibination of fortuitous circumiistanices and the efforts of certaini
professional colleagues have enabled me to assemble a small series of pine
snakes from the central Gulf Coastal Plain. These, representing two dif-
ferent members of the genus Pititophis, are the forms to wlhich tlle names
lodintgi and riuthvenii have beein applied. Roth lhave remnained rare in col-
lections despite vigorous field work, especially in the state of Louisiana.
The inifrequency with which they have beeni found is indicated by the
fact that the acquisition of a single specimen froml a new locality has, on
several occasions, been the inspirationi for a conitributioni to lherpetological
literatture.
It has long been my intention to review the eastern mlembers of this
genus inl collaboration with Robert G. Hudson, of Philadelplhia. Altlhouglh
we undertook an extensive borrowing campaigin a few years ago and ac-
cumulated an impressive mass of data, our comiimitments of late aind in
the foreseeable future are suchl as to preclude the possibility of com-
pletinlg our monograph with any degree of dispatclh. Rather than dlelay
the entire project indefinitely, I attemiipt herewvitlh to summlarize the
presenit status of ouir knowledge of the tw-o rarer forms, lodin gi anid
rittlveii.
Names of institutions and private collections containinlg specimiieils dlis-
cussed in this paper are as follows:
1 Research Associate, Department of Amphibians and Reptiles, the American
MIuseum of N'atural History; Curator of Reptiles, Philadelphia Zoological Garden.
2 AMERICAN MUSEUM NOVITATES NO. 1781
A.M.I.N.H., the American Museum of Natural History
C.A., Chicago Academy of Sciences
C.C., Clemson College
C.M., Carnegie Museum
J.P.K., J. P. Kennedy, Houston, Texas; private collection
K.U.M.N.H., Kansas University Museum of Natural History
L.M.K., Laurence M. Klauber, San Diego, California; private collection
L.S.U.M.Z., Louisiana State University Museum of Zoology
M.C.Z., Museum of Comparative Zo6logy
M.G.F.M., Mississippi Game and Fish Commission 'Museum, Jackson,
Mississippi
M.S.C., Mlississippi Southern College
U.A.D.B., University of Alabama Department of Biology
U.M.M.Z., University of MIichigan Museum of Zoology
U.S.N.I., United States National Museum
Pitutophis melanoleucius lodingi Blanchard
BLACK PINE SNAKE
HISTORY: Blanclhard described lodingi in 1924 (p. 532 ), naminlg it for
the (now) late Dr. Henry Peter Lading, well-known naturalist of Mobile,
Alabama. Blanchard had been aware of the black Pituopliis for several
years, for he published a note on it in 1920. In the absence of pattern,
he had to rely upon scutellation, and the scale characters fell within the
range of variation of both melanolelucius and sayi. No otlher Pitutophlis
had been recorded at that time from the central Gulf coastal area, but
Blanchard, chiefly on geographical grounds, assigned hiis specimenis to
mnelanoleucufs. Later, when lhe described the form in 1924, it w'as as a
full species, Pititophis lodingi.
In lher review of the genus, Stull (1940, p. 79) listed lodingi as a sub-
species of inielaniolelucits, and most subsequent autlhors have followed her
usage. Almost all recent references to the black pine snake, how-ever,
have been little more thain mere mentionis in clheck lists and keys. Reports
from the states in which lodingi occurs are as follows: Alabaimia: Lading
(1922, pp. 30-32, locality records; the Blanchard 1920 paper is quoted
in its entirety) ; Haltom (1931, pp. 46-47, pl. 15, lists both lodinigi anid
inugitUs and gives Mobile, Tuscaloosa, and Baldwin counities as Alabama
records but does not state which race comes from whiclh county) ; Cher-
mock (1952, p. 60, in key). Louisiania: Viosca (1948, p. 2, and 1950,
p. 11, listed only). Mississippi: Cook (1943, pp. 22-23, detailed descrip-
tion and reported from two Mississippi localities; 1954, p. 15, a slightly
condensed repetition of the 1943 reference).
The names of Blanchard and Loding are inexorably linked w-ith the
black pilie snake, not only through the fornmality of its scientific namiie,
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but also because of tlheir observations and writings about it. L6ding sup-
plied the specimens and the field notes, and Blanchard, an authority of
considerable stature in the herpetological profession. recorded them.
Before his untimnely death in 1937 at the age of 49, Blanchard assembled
additional data on lodingi in his files. Among them was a partially comil-
pleted manuscript reporting on two additional specimens and from w-hicl
Stull (1940, pp. 80-81) has quoted. Tlhrough the courtesy of Dr.
Howard K. Gloyd and Dr. Frieda Cobb Blanchard I have had access to
Blanchard's files on lodingi, and pertinient information abstracted from
them is mentioned in a number of places below.
MIATERIAL: All the specimens of lodi7gi that I could finCd have beell
examined and studied. There probably are others in one or more collec-
tions that I have overlooked, but several of the persons mentioned in
the Acknowledgments have gone to considerable trouble to lhelp ferret
out additional material. Some specimens, known to Blanclhard and L6d-
ilng, have disappeared (see notes accompaniying locality records), but
Blanclhard fortunately included descriptions, scale counts, and sex for
two of themii in his notes. These data I have added to my own columtlns
of coulnts and measurements; I lhave also included Stull's figures ( 1940,
p. 78) for a specimen from Theodore.
A complete list of the records and specimens I have been able to as-
semble, arranged in accordance with their localities, is as follows:
ALABAMA
Clarke County
16 miles east of Coffeeville (U.A.D.B. No. 56-1)
Mobile County
No definite localities within county (M.C.Z. Nos. 22373, 29215)
Abbott's Station, about 14 miles southwest of Mobile (U.S.N.M\. No.
62340)
College Hill (U.M.M.Z. No. 84458)
Dawes (Blanchard, MS; Stull, 1940, p. 81)
Grand Bay (Blanchard, 1920, p. 31)
Irvington (Loding, 1922, p. 30; Blanchard, MIS)
Betwveen Irvington and Grand Bay (U.M.M.Z. No. 58800, type)
Mobile (C.C. No. 160; U.S.N.M. No. 75292)
10 miles west of Mobile (A.M.N.H. No. 74739)
Theodore (Stull, 1940, p. 78)
The two specimens mentioned in the Blanclhardl manuscript apparently
have disappeared. A reading of Blanchard's handw-ritten notes makes
clear hiis intention of sending the Irvington snake to the Brooklyn Mu-
seum, but lhe left a blank space for insertion of the shippiig date, and
conceivablv the snake may not have been forwarded. The natural hiistory
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collection1 of the Brooklyn Museum was tran1sferred to the Am11ericaln
AMuseum of 'Natural Historyimany years ago, but no lodinigi from Irving-
ton is nlow in its possession. The Dawes specimen was returned to Loding
for deposition in the collection of the Clharles M,ohr Natural History
Society at Mobile, where Lading had already placed at least one other
specimen (Blanchard, 1920, p. 31). According to William Ziebach, of
the MIobile Press Register and wlho recently investigated the matter for
me, the Mohr Society no longer is in existence. Lboding's personal collec-
tion was transferred to the Alabamiia Mtuseum of Natural History many
years ago, but Dr. Ralplh L. Chermock, of the University of Alabama,
advises (in litt.) that there were no specimens of Pititophis inielanoleucus
lodingi inicluded among it.
LOUISIAN-A
Washington Parish
Near Bogalusa (Blanchard, MS; see section below entitled "Intergradation
to the West")
MIssIssIPPI
Forrest County
7 miles south of Hattiesburg (1\I.S.C. No. 55-1)
George County
Southern part (Cook, in litt.)
Harrison County
No definite locality (\I.C.Z. No. 33922)
ILauderdale County
East of Meridian, near Alabama state line (Cook, 1943, p. 23)
Perry County
15 miles southeast of HattiesbuLrg (A.M.N.H. No. 69047)
Perry and George counties
Leaf River Division, De Soto National Forest (M.G.F.M. No. Ar821-823)
Wayne County
Clara (Cook, ini litt.)
RANGE: Based upon the above localities, the range of Pititophis
melanioleucits lodinigi imay be stated as follows: southwestern Alabama,
west of Mobile Bay and the Alabama River; southeastern Mississippi
northward to Lauderdale County; and extremie eastern Louisiana (fig.
1) .
SIZE AND SEX: If only those snakes that exceed a meter in length are
counted, total length measurements (all should be considered as approxi-
mations) are available for 14 specimens of lodinigi. These vary as follows:
Eight males range from 1010 mm. to 1875 mm., witlh a mean of 1540
mmi. Six females ranige from 1165 mmin. to 1797 mm., with a mean of
1521 mm.
The tail length inl males varies froml about 13 per cent to 15.5 per cent
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of the total length wxith the exce)tion of the tvl)e (U.M.M.Z. No. 58800)
wh-lich lhas a tail approximately 17 per cent of the total lengtlh; in femiiales
the tail varies from about 12.5 per cent to 14 per celnt.
SCUTELLATION: Alost of the scales of the body are stroingly- keeled,
but the scales of s011ke of the lowermost rowss are smootlh. IUsually the
four, five, or six lowermiost rows are smootlh on the neck andl the two
lowermost rowsinear the tail, but the couints are as low as tlhree anld as
ligh as eiglht anteriorly and range from onie to five posteriorly. Paired
apical pits are ustually readily apparent.
F'IC;. 1. i\Iap) of the mid-Gullf region1 sho-ixig localltN records for Pitusophlis
melanoleulcus ruth1venli (circles) and Pitizopliis melanloleulcus lodiuzgs (triangles).
Other localities are shown as follow-s: crosses, specimlenls suggestinlg intergrada-
tion betw-een lodingi and mulgituls; squares, the nearest localities for Pituophlis
melanoleulcus melanoleuzcus. The stippled areas indicate the approximIate ex;tenlt
of the recent longleaf pine forests (according to Shantz and Zon, 1924. fig. 2).
The hatched area indicates the range of Pitulophis melanoleulcus scivi in central
Texas and adjacent Oklahoma.
The mlaximluml nulmber of scale rows amlong 18 speciullells is 32, thlis
count occurring, in only5 onle specimen ; tile nllaxillulll is 31 ill sevenl, 29
ill eighlt, ailde 27 ill twoc. Thle Ilillimuill nllunlber of scale rowss is 19, thlis
count occurrinlg ill onle specimllen tile lllillililluml iS 20 ill five. 21 inl six,
andc 22 ill six.
The dlata Oil tile velltrals lillay be sullllllarizeci as follows : males ('10
specimells ) 212 to 221, meanl 215.8; femlales ( eighlt slpecimells) : 213 to
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FIG. 2. Pitutophis melanoleucus lodingi. (U.A.D.B. No. 56-1). Near Coffeeville,
Clarke County, Alabama. Length, 1480 mm. Female.
FIG. 3. Pitiuophis melanoleiucus lodingi. (A.M.LN.H. No. 74739). Near Mlobile,
Alabama. Sections of side of body (at left) and belly (at righit).
----- --
..
FIG. 4. Pitutophis melanoleutcus lodingi. Same snake as shown in figure 2.
Side of head (upper left), chin and throat (upper right), and under side of tail
(bottom).
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FIG. 5. Pitutophis melanoleucus rztthveni. (K.U.M.N.H. No. 33973). Near
Cypress, Natchitoches Parish, Louisiana. Length, 1590 mm. Female.
FIG. 6. Pitutophis melanoleucus rutthveni. Same snake as shown in figure 5.
XView of under surfaces.
Mu',~~~~~~|.
FIG. 7. Pituophis melanoleutcuts rutthveni. Same snake as shown in figures 5
and 6. Side of head (at left) and top of head (at right).
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224, meani 217.1. The anial plate is single. The subcaudals vary as follows:
males (nine specimens) : 58 to 65, mean 62.4; females (seven speci-
mens) : 52 to 58, mean 55.3. The scale at the tail tip is usually long and
spine-like, btnt varies in thickness.
The rostral is higher than wide, pointed posteriorly, and with its apex
normally penetrating at least half of the length of the internasals. Norm-
ally there are four prefontals, arranged in a transverse row and subequal
in size. These scales are, however, subject to numerous abnormiialities.
They are often irregular in shape, and one or more of themii maV be split
into anterior and posterior lhalves. A smlall loreal usually is present, but
this scale may be reduced to tiny size or even be absent. Usually there
is only a single preocular, but in one specimen there are tw-o on both sides
of the head. The distribution of the postoculars in a total counlt of 36 is
3 (22), 4 (13), and 5 (1). The temporals, because of their marked
irregularity, were not counited.
Upper labials 7, 8, or 9; the distribution in a total count of 36 is 7 (1 ),
8 (28), and 9 (7). The fourth upper labial normally enters the eve, btit
Nhen there is an extra anterior scale ( resulting in a count of 9), thle
fifth labial is in contact N-ith the orbit. The penultimate upper labial is
usually the largest, but the one immediately preceding it may equial it in
size. Lower labials 13 to 15; the (listributioni in a total conint of 35 is 13
(21), 14 ('11), and 15 (3).
COLORATION Adults of lodi?gi, in general, are nearly uniformii dark
brown, sometimes almost black. But every onie examined has at least
some light-colored scales, indicationis of patterln, or both.
No very young specimens of lodingi are available for study, but the
two smallest individuals (described in some detail below) show enouglh
pattern to indicate that lodingi is basically a spotted snake, as are other
forms of the genus. 'Melanism appears to increase with size and age and
is manifest, in so far as can now be determined, in all members of the
subspecies and not just among some individuals and/or local segments of
the population as is the case with Crotalus horridits horridts, Hctcrodon
platyrhinios, and some of the forms of Natrix.
In the darkest specimens of lodinigi, the dorsum is nearly plain black.,
and light markings are at a minimum. Lighter individuals, i.e., tllose that
are merely dark brown and do not approach black so closely, tusually
exhibit traces of pattern. The intensity of the dark pigment is greatest
oIn the anterior part of the body, and, if pattern shows at all, it is in-
variably strongest on and towards the tail. \When present, suggestions of
pattern appear most commonily on the lower sides towards the rear of
the body (or oln the tail) ; blotches may be indicated by the mlerest of
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traces, or they may be fairly definite, with sonme of them outlined by
scales Nwith pale edges.
The head usually bears brown or reddish brown pigment involving at
least the snout and the sides of the head. The upper labials may be brown-
ish and streaked, spotted, and outlined (at least along the sutures) with
a darker hue. The chin and throat vary from black, with virtually no light
markings, to light tan or yellowish, with a few dark markings.
The belly is uniform in coloration or nearly so; it varies from black to
dark brown and may be darker than the dorsum, at least on the anterior
part of the body. Even in the darkest specimens, however, light markings
are often in evidence. These may take the form of light streaks or spots
of varving size and degree of contrast with the dark ground color, but in
every case the light markings are most prominent and most numerous
towards the rear of the body. Sometimes some of the ventral scutes may
have liglht edges wlhere they meet the scales of the first dorsal row.
The tail usually shows more indications of pattern than any other part
of the snake. Its ventral side may be mostly dark or mostly light; the
dorsal side varies from almost plain black to so strongl) patterned that
the number of tail spots can be counted. Tail markings are in evidence
on the snake portrayed by Haltom ( 1931, p. 46).
The light-colored, sometimiies white, scales mentionied above do not
occur in all specimenis, but they may be present in even tlle darkest indi-
viduals. The snake from near Coffeeville (U.A.D.B. No. 56-1), for ex-
amiiple, is almost black. but it lhas a nearly complete band of white across
the throat, the band consisting of white whliole scales (fig. 4). The same
snake has white scales directly posterior to the anal plate and liglht-colored
areas elsewhere beneath the tail. Light scales (whole scales or portions
of scales) have been noted on the throat, chin, labials, and under tlle tails
of other individuals.
Specimens that lhave been preserved for long periods of time or have
been exposed to light tend to show more markings. This may+ account
for Cook's statement (1943, p. 23) that one of her Mississippi specimens
of lodinigi "approaches" nufgituis. I have not seen this snake, for it could
not be found when Miss Cook very kindly sent me her material for study.
Some of her other specimens showed marked evidences of fading.
That melanism is not necessarily associated with size (age ?) is attested
by the fact that the largest lodintgi on record is unusually light in colora-
tion. Tlis is a medium dark brown male (A.M.N.H. No. 74739), measur-
ing 1875 mm. in total length, that was exhibited alive at the Philadelpllia
Zoological Garden for a short time.
The two smallest specimens of lodingi (as mentioned above), have the
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pattern wvell indicated. One of these, now lost, was described in detail by
Blanchard, and I quote the following from his manuscript: "This young
specimen was collected about the first of June, 1924, by Dr. Vtan Aller
at Irvington, Mobile County, Alabama, and sent alive to the writer by
Mr. H. P. L6ding. It was kept for some weeks and then preserved....
This specimen possesses 28 large dorsal blotches or saddles oIn the body
and 7 on the tail, but the anterior 6 or 7 body blotches are too ill-defined
to be counted with certainty. Posterior to the middle of the body they are
very sharply defined. All the dorsal saddles reach down on the sides to
the lowermost row of dorsal scales, except for the most anterior ones,
which are too indefinite to delimit. The anterior saddles are emarginate
in the median line, but the rest are little or not at all emarginate. There
are obscure lateral alternating markings, transversely elolngated, along
the middle of the body. The lower surfaces are checked with dark quad-
rate spots witlh hazy margins." Blanchard's measurements for tllis snake
(a female) were: total length, 565 mmii.; tail lengtlh, 78 mm. I believe llis
mentioni of transversely elongated markings "along the middle of the
body" means about halfway between head and tail and refers to lateral
blotches situated low on the sides of the body and alternating with the
larger dorsal blotches. Such an arrangement would be in keeping witlh the
patterns exhibited by the other eastern representatives of the genuts.
The other small snake, now in the Clemson College collection, is a mlale
collected at Mobile by Loding in May, 1928; it mieasures 739 mnm. in total
length and 108 mm. in tail lengtlh. The anterior portion of the (lorstum is
plain, unpatterned dark browni, but posteriorly there are strong indica-
tions of pattern and nilne dark cross bands can be counted. These are
mediumii dark brown onl a lighter brown background, and tlhey extendl
from the first row of scales and the ends of the ventrals across the back
to the other side. Counts were made on three of the cross bands; tlhey
measure six to eight scales wide at the midline of the back and six or seven
scales wide at the level of the first row of scales oln the sides. There are
eiglht dark spots on the tail.
Including the two small specimens described above, counts of tail
spots could be made on a total of five snakes; in three specimens there
were seven spots each, one lhad six, and one had eiglht.
INTERGRADATION TO THE EAST: Two adult specimiiens of Pititopllis
from Baldwin County, Alabama, show pattern, one of them quite strongly
so.
The first of these, a male from Silver Hill (M.C.Z. No. 47888) meas-
ures 1871 mlm. in total lengtlh; tail, 229 rimm. Scale counts are: dorsal
rows 29-31-23, ventrals 226, subcaudals 64, upper labials 8-9, loN-er
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labials 14, oculars 1-4. The anterior third of this snake resemiibles
lodingi, at least dorsally. The posterior two-thirds could almost 'pass"
for iinelanioleitcus. Anteriorly, the dorsum is dark brown, and the pattern
is indistinct. Posteriorly, there are 16 large dark blotches on a light straw-
colored background. The blotches are very dark brown towards the for-
ward part of the body but turn to medium reddish brown towards the
tail. These blotches are much darker and much more in contrast with the
ground color than those normally seen in specimens of imigitifs from
Florida. The belly is plain light yellow but boldly marked with dark
brown spots, these least numerous on the throat and on the posterior
third of the body. The chiin is mostly yellow, but witlh streaks and mot-
tlings of brown, especially on the lower labials. The uinder side of the tail
is imnmaculate yellow. This snake was identified as Pitutophlis iiielaiolcet-
cus mulfgitus by Shreve ( 1945).
The other specimen is a female from Barnwell, Alabama (C.-M. No.
33857), that measures 1405 mm. in total length; tail, 191 mm. Its scale
couInts are: dorsal rows 29-32-23, ventrals 219, subcaudals 59, upper
labials 9-8, lower labials 13, oculars 1-3. The colorationi and pattern in
this specimen approaclh typical lodingi fairly closely, but considerable pat-
tern shows on the belly, the rear of the body, and on the tail. IndlicatiOns
of pattern are also evidenit througlhout much of the length of the body,
especially when the specimen is submerged in water or preservative. The
chin and throat are cream-colored. The labials are brown and cream, the
upper ones miiostly brown and the lower ones mostly cream. The belly is
boldly marked witlh dark brown and cream, the brown becoming miiore
abundant posteriorly; the cream color encroaches uponl the lowermllost
row of scales, especially near the tail. The under side of the tail is cliefly
medium brown, but with many light marks.
These two snakes are best considered as miienmbers of an intergracling
population separated from the miiain range of lodiuigi by Mobile Bay,
plus the extenisive delta of the Alabama River to the nortlh whllich miiay
be presumed to offer no habitats suitable for a Pitiuophlis. On geograplical
grounds, intergradation with multfgitits is assuimed, especially because two
specimens from farther east are intermediate in at least somle respects.
They are discussed below.
The recent report of Chermock ( 1955) of a mnielauioleucuts fromii Cliilton
County, Alabama, introduces another and higlhly interesting possibility.
Our knowledge of the distribution of miielanzoleucus has increaised greatly
in late years, the range creeping steadily westward with the discovery
or reporting of new localities (Hibbard, 1937, p. 281; Savage, 1948;
Chenoweth, 1949, p. 22; Conant, unpublislhed data). Proof may eventually
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FIG. 8. Pititophis melanoleutcuts rutthveni. (A..M.N.H. No. 71080). Near Lees-
-ille, Vernon Parish, Louisiana. Length, 1470 mm. -Male. Note light areas
within some of the dark dorsal blotches.
FIG. 9. Pitutophis melanioleuicuis sayi. -Near Fort W'orth, Tarrant County,
Texas. Length, 1360 mm. Male.
be fortlhcomiing that lodinigi also intergrades directly with nwielanolcitclis,
hut that mu1tst awvait the acquisition of additional specimlens, a process that
seems to be painfully slow everywNlhere in the East, except in a relatively
few favored areas.
Tlhrough the courtesy of 'Mr. Wilfred T. Neill, of Silver Springs,
Florida, I have lhad the privilege of examining a live Pititophis from 12
miles soutlth of Andalusia, Covington Countv, Alabama (fig. 12). The
followving informiiation is abstracted fromii my notes on the live animial: A
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FIG. 10. Pituophis melanoleucus melanoleutcus. Near Taunton Lakes, Burling-
ton County, New Jersey. Length, 1630 mm. Female.
FIG. 11. Pituophis melainoleucus mutgituts. Florida (exact locality unknox-n).
Length, 1670 mm. MIale.
FIG. 12. Pituophis melanoleutcuts, a possible intergrade betX-een lodingi and
mugitufs. Near Andalusia, Covington Countx, Alabama. Length, 1600 mm.
(most of tail missing). Male.
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virtually uniicolored snake. It is tan and very similar in coloration to the
rear portions and tails of many specimens of Masticophis flagelltumii flagel-
lhtni. The tan is slightly darker at midbody than on the sides. Head lighter
and without dark markings. A few scales or small groups of scales on the
tail and hindmost part of the body are reddish and probably represeilt
reniniants of a spotted pattern such as is seen towards the posterior end
of the body and on the tail of many nmuigitus. Belly uniform white except
that the dorsolateral color encroaclhes onto the posterolateral corners of
the ventral scutes. There are scattered light tan spots and smudges oIn
the belly, but these are not very numerous. This Andalusia specimen is
siimiilar to lodinigi in having virtually no pattern, but it also lacks the very
dark pigment that is so characteristic of the black pine snake
A specimen of Pititophis from Pensacola, Florida (M.C.Z. N\o. 47),
miglht be considered as anl intergrade but with strong tendencies towards
nuigitufs. The posterior two-thirds of the body has a large amount of
dark pigment on it, but fairly well-defined dark dorsal blotches and ven-
tral spots are discernible.
There are several Pitluophlis in the collection of the Chicago Academy
of Sciences from (Grady and Thonmas counties, in southwestern Georgia,
that are also pale in coloration, but, although they are quite variable in
matters of detail, they all show at least faint evidences of pattern. Neill
(in lift.) states that specimens of Pituophis collected in the western end
of the Florida panhandle "have been very pale, sandy, with no approach
to lodingi." Probably all these snakes should be considered as represent-
ing color and pattern plhases or local populations of the exceedingly vari-
able mnuitgiltis. That form, as well as wielanioleucius, is badly in need of a
painstaking, critical study.
Tendencies towards melanism are found among populations of Pit uo-
phlis in the East. N\eill advises me that lhe lhas collected or seen several
Florida specimens that were quite dark; at least one of them was uni-
formly sepia in coloration and witlhout dorsal pattern. A very dark speci-
men of melanoleucus was recently found near Williamstown, Gloucester
County, New Jersey (A.M.N.H. -No. 75179). This snake is so dark that
the pattern is obscured, and the interspaces between the black blotches, at
least towards the rear of the body, are dark brown. The belly, hlowever,
is white and marked with the usual black spottinig. The dorsum in the
New Jersey population is normally pied black and white (or dark brown
and white).
INTERGRADATION TO THE WEST: Evidence of intergradation betweeni
lodinigi and riutliv,enii rests on a single snake that, unluckily, has ap-
parently been lost. Percy Viosca, of -New Orleans, acquired a specimen
from near Bogalusa, Washington Parish, Louisiania, on April 15, 1932,
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which orginally bore his catalogue number 64-A. Viosca identified this
snake as lodingi, and it, at least in part, was the basis for including this
race in the fauna of Louisiana (Viosca, 1948, p. 2; 1950, p. 11). When
he examined the Viosca collection in 1935, Blanchard made a record in
his manuscript notes of a skin of a lodingi (about 1520 mm. long) from
"Soutlh Pasture, Great South Lumber Co.," 7 miles southwest of
Bogalusa, collected April 15, 1933. This was probably the same snake,
even though the dates are different. I have twice writteni to Viosca asking
wlhetlher the specimen is still extant, but apparently it has been lost.
Viosca retained some of the uinique material when his collection was
turned over to Tulane University in 1950; it is certain that no ILouisiana
specimens of lodingi lhave reached the Tulane collection.
Fortunately, Blanchard, who was noted for his thoroughness, has left
us a description of the Bogalusa snake. The following is quoted from hiis
notes: 'Dorsal rows 29-31-22, ventrals 215, subcaudals 51+, upper
labials 8, lower labials 13, oculars 2-4, 3. Black above on anterior third
of body, pattern gradually becoming visible on sides of body. About two-
thirds of way back a pattern of broad spots, five or six scales long on the
dorsal line and reaching to the 1st row, becomes visible all way around-
very clear at posterior end. Belly mostly black, but well checked with
white throughout."
This snake may lhave been responsible for the statement in Burt (1935,
pp. 382-383) that "Mr. Percy Viosca, Jr., has informed nme that certain
eastern Louisiana specimens that he has seen are approximately inter-
mediate between ritthveni and lodingi.g"
The Bogalusa snake, very dark and unpatterned at its anterior enld
(like lodingi) and spotted posteriorly (like ritthvenii), could be inter-
preted as presenting some evidence of intergradation between these two
subspecies. Contrariwise, it might be considered as either an aberrant or
a faded lodingi in which the pattern was muclh more discernible thani
usual. It is extremely unfortunate that the specimen is not available for
direct comparison with typical lodintgi, and also with the two specimens
from Baldwin County, Alabama (at the extreme opposite end of the
range), that strongly suggest intergradation between lodingi and in utgitts.
HABITAT AND HABITS: WVhen the locality records for lodingi are
plotted on a map (fig. 1), they all fall withini the borders of the area
that, before exploitation, was occupied by extensive longleaf pine forests
(as delineated by Shantz and Zon, 1924, fig. 2). This is a region of
largely sandy soils that once was dominated by longleaf pine (FPinn,s
paliustris) together with fewer nuimbers of shortleaf pline (Pinnts echiilata)
and loblolly pine (FPinIs Taeda).
Exasperatingly little has been recorded of actual habitats. There is the
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statement in Blanchard (1924, p. 531), attributed to Loding, that speci-
mens were taken in an area that "conisists now mostly of Satsuma orange
and pecan orchards, but was formerly fairly high and dry pine lands."
The first specimeni that L6ding sent to Blanchard (1920, p. 30) w-as
'found dead on the Hall's Mill Road, in the vicinity of high sandy hlills
near Hall's Mill Creek."
Cook (1943, p. 22) states that "In July, 1940, the Pine Snake was
observed more often thain any other snake in the State Game Preserve,
De Soto National Forest, Perry Co. [Mississippi]. Here, in cut-over pine
lands where the soil is sandy and gophers, Gopherlis polypheimis, dig
holes, the Pine Snake seenms to find adequate food and protection." She
also commented (p. 23 ) on the lhabit of hiissing loudly, pointinlg out that
hearing this sound led to the discovery of two specimiens.
The specimen from east of Coffeeville, Alabama, was collected July 6,
1954, by James E. Keeler who found it where "The topography wvas
hilly, with sandy soil and a heavy forest association of Fintns sp. and
Quercus sp. with fairly heavy undergrowth. The snake was caught while
crossing a rural dirt road and was approximiately 30 feet from a slmlall
stream."
The very large lodingi fromii 10 miles west of Mobile (A.M.-N.H. -No.
74739) was discovered by dogs. It held them at bay until the dogs' owner
could bring up an empty oil drum and turn it upside down over the snake.
The three examples of lodingi that have been exhibited at the Phil-
a(lelphia Zoo were all quite docile, seldom even hissing when handled.
Two of them fed readily upon mice which they first constricted in their
coils.
Pitinophis mnelanolcutcus ruithveni Stull
LOUISIANA PINE SNAKE
HISTORY: Stull described ruthveni in 1929 (pp. 1-3) as a subspecies
of P. wielanoleucus, basing it on two specimiiens from Rapides Parish,
Louisiana, and naming it for Dr. Alexander Grant Ruthlven, herpetologist
and President of the University of Michigan. Burt (1935, p. 381) was
the next to publish on this snake; he recorded a specimen from Zavalla,
Angelina County, Texas. This is now No. 83676 in the collection of the
United States National Museum. (Burt gave the number as 83672, wvhich
belongs to a specimen of Elaphe obsoleta liudheinieri, the "mixup" ap-
parently resulting from a clerical error made at the time the two snakes
were catalogued.) In her review of the genus Pitztophis (1940, p. 76),
Stull rejected Burt's record, stating that the specimen "should un-
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(loubtedlv be referredl to saji, of which it appears to be a typical example."
I canniot believe that slhe examiiniedl this sniake, for I w-ould identify it as
rutlcZ'e,ii. In this same long paper, Stull added little to lher originial
(lescriptioni, except to illustrate t\wo sectionis of the body patterln of the
tvl)e ancd to record lher tlhouglhts on the relationslhips of r-uthieui to the
other, and especially the eastern, forms of the genus.
Tlhree additional specimens of rtlivzeiui were reporte(d fromii w-est cenl-
tral Louisiana by Fitch (1949, p. 89) in a paper on "roa(l connits" of
snakes. Although he mnentioned the habitat, he did not pul)lish specific
localities. Tw-o of these snakes were sent to me alive, andI they x-ere
exhibited at the Pliladelplia Zoological Gardeni.
Smitlh and Keniedv (1951), stimulated by the ac(utisitioni of a live
specimeln of r-itlhvcnii from Polk County, Texas, conclu(led that the gentis
Pititopliis conlsists of a single polytypic species w-itllin the borders of tlle
United States anid proposed that all races from coast to coast be conl-
sidered as subspecies of iiiclanolcutcits. They lhad knowledge at tlle time
of only four specimiiens in additioni to tlheir live one: the two types, B-'urt's
Zavalla slnake, anid anotlher from Texas. Tlis last they iniferred to be
rufth1zveni because of a statemlenit in Brown's anniotated clheck list of
Texas "lerptiles" ('1950, p. 176) that a specimen taken in -Nacogdoches
County "'ma prove to be closely related to Pittoplilis iiiel(ianoleitc-its
rllth1vci." Smith and Kennedy didl nlot examlinie any of these specimiienis
or compare theim wvith their live individual. The sex of the latter, in-
cidentally, is incorrectlyv stated in their paper, for lissection proves it to
be a male.
F'ugler ( 1955, p. 24) putblished the detailed localities for Fitclh's speci-
mens and for another one fotund in 1953 that lhas beeni (leposite(l in the
collectioni of the 'Musetim of Zoology of Lotiisiania State University.
Blasing his concltisions on ( 1 ) the supposition of Smitlh ancd Kenledv
that rittlh-cni and(I saYi slhotuld ilntergrade, and ( 2) his belief that the l)road
floodl plain of the
-Mississippi formiis a barrier betweeni the raniges of
rittlzw'ci and lodinqji, 1ugler decidled that the last -namiied formiis belonig to
two dlifferenit species and shotuld be (lesignatedl as Pititopliis catetnlifor
rittiZ'cz i and Pitutopliis i cl(aniolecitcus lodinlqi.
\WVhen the several referenices above are studiel anid evaluated, it be-
comiies obvious that two main factors lhave conitri ltited to the taxonomic
peregrinatiolns of ruitthZcn71i: (a) the patucity of specimens andl (b) ldiffer-
ences of opinioln Onl what constittites a species or subspecies.
AfATERIAL: All the sniakes miientioned above I have examiinede and
sttl(lied xith the exceptioni of one of Fitch's roadside specimnenis (which
lhe did nlot preserve) and the paratype of rutthvoni -. The latter wxas in the
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private collection of Percy V'iosca, of New Orleains (Viosca No. 2), but
it apparently has been lost. It was not found (or may have been dis-
carded because of poor condition) when the Viosca collection was trans-
ferred to the custody of the Zoology Department of Tulane University
in 1950. Stull pointed out as early as 1929 (p. 3) that the specimen was
"badly" preserved. Several others have also been seen, some of which
were sent to me alive in the early 1940's through the great kindness of
Romeo Mansueti and Fred B. Ticknor who collected them while on
bivouac in Louisiana during United States Army maneuvers. A complete
list of the specimens I have been able to marshal, arranged in accordance
with their localities, is as follows:
LOUISIANA
Natchitoches Parish
5 miles east of Bellwood (L.S.U.M.Z. No. 6203)
7 miles south of Cypress (A.M.N.H. No. 71079)
10 miles south-southwest of Cypress (K.U.M.N.H. No. 33973)
Rapides Parish
Livingston Refuge, 8 miles north-northeast of Alexandria (L.S.U.M1.Z.
No. 6387)
Longleaf (U.S.N.M. No. 76278, the type)
Vernon Parish
Camp Polk, east of Leesville (L.M.K. No. 38748)
6 miles north of Camp Polk (A.M.N.H. No. 69054)
3 miles northeast of Lacamp (A.M.N.H. No. 71198)
Near Leesville (A.M.N.H. No. 71080)
TEXAS
Angelina County
5 miles southeast of Zavalla (U.S.N.I.M. No. 83676)
Nacogdoches County
Nacogdoches (C.A. No. 5041)
Polk County
21 miles southeast of Livingston (J.P.K.)
Tyler County
Tyler Field (A.M.N.H. No. 68188)
Wood County
12 miles east of Quitman (A.M.N.H. No. 74788)
In addition to the above, there is a probable record in the literature for
Hodge, Jackson Parish, Louisiana. In a paper on "Snakes of the hill
parishes of Louisiana" (Clark, 1949, p. 251), which was extracted from
Clark's master's thesis and edited by Hobart M\1. Smith, reference is
made to two specimenis under the heading of "Pituiopliis sp." These snakes
apparently are no longer extant. Both Clark ancd Smitlh presumed them
to be sayi, but, in his later paper witlh Kennedy ( 1951, p. 94), Smith
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stated that the Hodge "bull snakes" are probably referable to rufthlvenli.
In view of our present knowledge of the ranges of sayi and rutthvenii,
the latter interpretation is acceptable.
RANGE: Based on the localities listed above, the range of Pitutophis
mlelanioleucuis riuthveni may be stated as follows: central western Louisi-
ana anid eastern Texas, chiefly in the longleaf pine belt, but also ill the
shortleaf pine-oak region of northeastern Texas (fig. 1).
SIZE AND SEX: Total lengths among the 14 specimens of ruthvzeni I
have examined vary as follows: Ten males range from 1227 mm. to
1520 mm., with a mean of 1422 mm. Four females range from 1421 mm.
to 1587 mm., with a mean of 1505 mm. Several of the snakes were so
kinked or in such condition as to render accurate measurement impos-
sible, hence the figures recorded above (and also the relative tail lengths
noted below) should be considered as approximations. Clark (1949, p.
251) states that a specimen he collected measured 59 inches (1499 mm.)
in length. He also gives a length of 87 inches for one killed at Hodge,
Louisiana, but apparently this was the measurement for the skin and not
for the animal in the flesh. Both of Clark's snakes presumably were
rittlz'eni (as suggested above).
The tail length in males varies from about 13 per cent to 14 per cent
of the total length; in females it is approximately 12 per cent.
SCUTELLATION: Most of the scales of the body are strongly keeled, but
the scales of some of the lowermost rows are smooth. LJsually the six
lowermost rows are smooth on the neck and the two lowermost rows
near the tail, but the counts vary from five to seven smooth rows aln-
teriorly and one or two posteriorly. Paired apical pits are evident.
The maximum number of scale rows among the 14 snakes studied is
33, this count occurring in two specimens; the maximumi is 31 in five.
29 in six, and 30 in one. The minimuminumber of scale rows is 19, this
count occurring in three specimens; the minimum is 20 in two, 21 in
four, 22 in one, and 23 in four.
The data on the ventrals may be summarized as follows: males (10
specimens) 212 to 219, miiean 215.7; females (four specimenis) : 217 to
220, mlean 218.3. The anal plate is single. The subcaudals vary as follows:
males (nine specimens) : 55 to 62, mean 58.3; females (four specimens)
451 to 53, mean 49.8. The termlinal scale of the tail is normally long and
spine-like, but it varies in thickness from moderatelv slender to ratlher
stout.
1 The snake with only 45 subcaudals has an abniormally short tail (10.4% of total
length), but the scales are well formed, and a perfect terminal tail spine is present.
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The rostral is higher than wide, pointed posteriorly and with its apex
normally penetrating at least half of the length of the internasals. 'Usually
there are four prefrontals, but these scales are subject to the same types
of abnormalities as they are in lodingi. A snmall loreal is usually present.
Normally there is only a single preocular, but in two specimens there is
an additional very small lower preocular on one side of the head; in one
of the same two snakes the preocular is split into three scales on the other
side of the head, a small lower and a medium-sized upper scale being cut
off from the main scale. The distribution of the postoculars in a total
count of 28 is 3 (18), 4 (8), and 5 (2). The temiiporals, as are those in
other snakes of this group, are both numerous and irregular, and ac-
curate counts are difficult or impossible to make.
Upper labials 8 or 9, the distribution in a total count of 28 is 8 (21)
and 9 (7). With one exception the fourth upper labial enters the eye
when the total count is 8, and the fifth enters when the count is 9; the
exception is in one snake wherein both the fourth and fifth enter on one
side of the head and the fifth and sixth on the other. The penultimate
upper labial is usually the largest (the seventh in those instances where
there are counts of 8), but the last is the largest in one instance, and the
penultimate may be equaled in size by the labial preceding it, or by the
last labial, or by botlh. Lower labials 12 to 15, the distribution in a total
count of 27 is 12 (6), 13 (14), 14 (3), and 15 (4).
PATTERN AND COLORATION: The blotched pattern, the most conspicuous
feature of Pititophis mielatnoleucuts ruthvenii, is basically quite similar to
the pattern of the eastern wnelanoleucuis (fig. 10). The blotches are dis-
crete and well defined towards the rear of the body and on the tail! but
towards the neck they are crowded and so frequently run togetlher that
making an accurate coulnt may be impossible and the total number must
be estimated. There is a tendency in rithveiii for the blotches of the
neck and sometimes a few of those at midbody to be invaded b1 spots,
short streaks, or even patches of the ground color. This condition is
probably the source of the 'subdivided blotches" mentioned by Snith an(d
Kennedy (1951, p. 93) and Fugler (1955, p. 24). The liglht areas in the
dark blotches may be clearly evident (fig. 8), faint, or (most often) en-
tirely absent. They are of no apparent diagnostic value.
The ground color between the blotches is a deep olive-buff to meldium
olive-gray on the anterior part of the body, but becomes lighter an4d
brighter (often a rich light buff) posteriorly and on the tail. All these
color values and those that follow are based on examination of live speci-
mens.
The coloration of the blotches on the anterior part of the body varies
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fromii medium dark brown to virtually black. Posteriorly the blotches
become liglhter and riclher in toine. At midbody they are brown, but to-
wards and on the tail they clhange to a strong reddislh brown. The reddish
coloration was evident in all the specimens seen alive, and it has been
mentioned in the literature in the descriptions of other live or freshly
preserved snakes. The reddish tone may, however, soon disappear in
preservatives. The smaller dark spots on the sides of the body slhow
changes in coloration similar to those of the larger blotches, but near the
tail the lateral markings are even more reddish. There is a strong tend-
ency for dark lateral markings to run together to form a longitudcinal
stripe or a series of short dark lines on the sides of the neck (fig. 7).
Tlhis tendency towards development of a dark neck stripe is of common
occurrence in Pitiopl is nielanolelucus incmelolntclcs.
Among 12 specimiiens of ritthvenii, the total number of dorsal blotches,
countilig fromii a point directly above the anus to, but not including, the
lhead, varies fromii 30 to 42, witlh a mean of 34.9.
The size of the dorsal blotches, in terms of number of scales involved,
varies, in general, with their position on the body. The more anterior
blotches are 4 to 6 scales long (in the longitudinal axis of the snake) and
11 to 14 scales wide. Near midbody they are 3T 2 to 6 scales long and 9
to 12 scales wide. Near the tail they are 3 or 4 scales long by 11 to 13
scales w-ide; the increase in xN-idth towards the rear of the body is ac-
counted for by the fusing of lateral spots with the dorsal blotches.
The number of dark spots on the tail in ruithveni may- be summarized
as follows: males (10 specimens) : 7 to 10, mean 9.2; females (four speci-
nenis : 7 or 8, mean 7.25.
The head in riuthvenii is devoid of any coonstant regular pattern. In
general, the dorsal surface of the head is profusely marked wvith small
dalk spots that, in one live individual, were dark brown andl reddish
broxn- on a ground color of buff. In many specimens, however, there are
definite traces of one or more of the type of head markings that are miiore
or less clharacteristic of savi (the bullsnake). These are: ( 1 ) a dark linie
from the eye to the angle of the jaw; (2) a light stripe above and paral-
leling the dark line; (3) a dark subocular line, wider and imore conl-
spicuous tlhani the other maculations on the upper labials; and (4) a dark
line across the lhead between the eyes (the line involving the anterior
edges of the frontal and the supraoculars plus the posterior edges of the
prefrontals and the utppermost corners of the preoculars). Of these mark-
inigs, the first tlhree are of rare occurrelnce in ruthlveni, but the (lark line
between the eyes is at least faintly indicated in two-thirds of the speci-
mens examined. As the head markings are most conspicuous in juveniiles
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of sai, young individuals of ruthveni may lhave better defined head pat-
terns. None is now available for study. Some large adults of sayi have
obscure head markings.
The ground color of the ventral surface is a yellowish buff, strongest
and richest on the chin and throat. There may be a faint wash of pale
purplish brown down the center of the belly. In the region of the neck,
the ventral spots vary from black to clhestnut edged with black; farther
posteriorly they are plain dark brown but still clear-cut in appearance;
uinder the tail and usually on at least the posterior half of the belly they
become much less distinct. The most posterior of the ventral markings
may be orange-brown, in keeping with the richer coloration of the dorsal
markings in the region of the tail.
Some of the preserved specimens at hand are, in general, darker and
with the coloration considerably less rich. If the description of live ma-
terial above were to be likened to a color photograph, then the darker
snakes might be said to resemble black-and-white photographs of the
same subjects. The dark appearance, in most instances, probably is the
result of the methods and materials used in preservation and/or the
condition of the animal at the time. There is good evidence to indicate,
lhowever, that certain specimens of ru-tthvenii may be darker and less
riclhly colored in life. Some may have the dorsal blotclhes nearly the same
color throughout the length of the body and tail.
COMPARISON OF rthventi WITH sayi: Some persons apparently have
encountered difficulties in distinguishing between ruthvenii and sayi, an
understandable situation in view of the scarcity of specimens of rutth1venii.
To facilitate comparison of the two forms, the more usual differences
between them are summarized in table 1. As might be expected in two
so closely related snakes, there is some overlapping of clharacters. If this
fact is borne in mind and due allowance is made for individual variation,
identification is not difficult.
The number of dorsal blotches (counted from directly above the anus
to, but not including, the head) is of diagnostic value. Counts for ruttliZ'eiii,
as stated above, vary from 30 to 42, mean 34.9; comparable figures for
sayi are 39 to 66, nmean 51. In rifthvenii, the dorsal blotches tend strongly
to run together in the neck region; they are darkest onl the anterior part
of the body and usually are reddish near and on the tail. In sayi, the
dorsal blotches usually are well separated and easily counted (fig. 9);
they may be equally dark tlhroughout, but very often they are darkest and
richest at the two extremes-on the neck and near and on the tail. Dif-
ferences in head pattern are discussed under the description of rittlivenii.
The statistical data presented in table 1 for ruthveni are based entirely
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oIn my own sttidies; those for the 50 specimiiens of sayi have been as-
seml)led froml tw-o soturces: (1) personal examiiinationi of six small speci-
mlenis fromii Dallas County-, Texas, lenit to nme by MIr. Lawrence Curtis
fromii hiis private collection; anid ( 2 ) the scale cotui1ts published 1y Stull
(1940, Pl) 114-122). In the latter case, figures w-ere tabulate(d for the
first 25 specimiiens listed by Stull fromii Oklalhomiia that w-ere accompl)alled
bv informiiationi miientioniing at least a town or county; figures were also
tabulated for 19 specimens from Texas that w-ere accompanied by silmlilar
data. The (lata on pattern in sai wvere obtained from the literatuire, from
examiinationi of live specimenis in the Pliladelphia Zoo, and from a ran-
dcom clheck of material in the collectioni of the Academy of Natuiral
Scienices of Philadelplhia.
I amii tunable to detect any difference in the size or shape of the rostral
plate that w-ould serve to distinguislh ritthvzcnii from eastern specimilenls of
saw. In tlis scale clharacter, specimiienis of eastern sawi are muitich closer
to the pine snakes tlhan they- are to the \-estern gopher snakes that nor-
all- have broad rostral plates.
In point of hahitat, ruttl1zc7li occuirs chiefly in pine woods, whereas sayi
is essentially a snake of plaiiis and prairies.
A mlodern anid critical reviewx of saylv is nee(led. Altlhouiglh Klatiber
'1947) miioniograplhed the w-esterni members of the gelnuis, lhe stated in
his in1troduictioIn that hie \\ould touich1 uipon savi only incidentally. Stull
stimmiiarized savi in lher (loctoral tlhesis ('1940), huit, as Klatiber has
pointed out (1941, p. 57), most of lher paper was wvritten prior to 1929.
A large amounit of material has accunmulated in the intervening years.
HABITAT AND HABIT.S: Virtually all records for rittli7vciii fall within
the area originally occtipied by the longleaf pine forests (miap, fig. 1).
Althouglh this region has been vastly altered hv hluiman activities, its sandy
soils and general environment still offer maliv habitats suitable for Pitulo-
p lis. The Texas portion of the longleaf belt, accordinig to Tlharp ( 1939,
pl 2), is "a sandy regioin of low-lying hills interspersed with 'crawfish'
flats, subject to 45 to 50 inichles of rainifall and traversed by nlumilerotus
creeks anuI rivers."
To date only a silngle specimeni of rittllz'(cii ( A.\M.N.H. No. 74788
from \\ood Couinty, Texas) lhas been collected otutsi(le the loingleaf belt.
Lawrence Cuirtis miadle a special trip to the locality, in the company of
Mr. andl AIrs. J. WV. Pittlmiani hlo cauiglht the snakie, acdl lhe describes the
area as "a (leise woodland composedl primarily of slhortleaf pine and
post oak.' Cturtis also states, "Although there is lonigleaf piine scattere(I
arotunid the area, all evidenice that I know inidicates that it is not niative
but initrodtuced."
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The Wood County locality lies in the Pine-Oak forest region wllich
Tharp (1939, p. 37) states "is characterized by the large number of
species of trees . . Especially, is this true of the oaks and hickories . . .
On sandy uplands sweetgum is frequently co-dominant with short-leaf
or loblolly pine."
At the time Dr. Henry S. Fitch sent the two live specimens to me in
1948, both of whichi lhe lhad collected on the Red Dirt National AW'ildlife
Refuge in Natchitoches Parish, Louisiana, he wrote as follows: "Both
these snakes were found by me crossing roads in late afternoon on cloudy
days. They were in open woods of longleaf pine and oak (Quiercis niarn-
lanidica. and Q. incana) in sandy upland, where burrows of pocket goph-
ers (Geomys breviceps) were abundant. One snake had dust and cob-
webs adhering to its face as if it had just emerged fromn a burrow.
"On the same day the smaller of the two snakes w-as fotundl, I noticed
the dried carcass of anotlher on the road only a few lhundred yards from
it. This onie wvas picked clean of fleslh and skin by the vultures, except
for a few inclhes of the tail. About a year ago I found another DOR in
similar habitat about 32 miles farther south now L.M.K. No. 387481
These four are all that I have come across in several thousand miles of
driving through the Kisatclie National Forest and adjacent parts of
central Louisiania. I have done conisiderable field work wvithliln a few mliles
(nortlh and west) of the type locality witlhout seeing any there."
Fitch further advise(l me that "AMr. James Dodds, a U. S. Forest Serv-
ice man who lives just west of the Red Dirt Refuge, has seen several,
all on dry sandy ridges, and that thleY were mostly at the entrances of
burrows, into whiclh they withdrew wlhen disturbed. MIr. Colon Russell,
the Federal Game \Warden on the Refuge, says he has never seen one on
the refuge, but has seen three onl a small farm near Cypress."
Romeo AMansueti found tw-o of these snakes in open fields in Vernon
Parish, Louisana. One w-as taken as it emerged from a hole in sandy
soil that had contained a pine tree stump. The surrounding terrain was
rolling, grassy, and strewn with burned pine logs and stumps; there
were a few scattered standing trees; small deciduous groves and several
"boggy" areas were near by. Another was caught as it "crawled over a
man's chest as he lay beneath a pine tree in the shade." This was on the
Camp Polk mortar and machine gun range whIich had been leveled off
and was devoid of grass.
The specimen from Polk County, Texas, was sunning at the side of a
small sandy road in an area "characterized by its predominantlv sandy
soil and the forests of long-leaf pine with mixed hardw-oods" (Smith and
Kennedy, 1951, p. 93). The one from Angelina County, Texas, was
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taken "on the road near a plot of grass . . . in the sandy cut-over pine
barren region of eastern Texas" (Burt, 1935, p. 381). The specimiens
reported by Clark (1949, p. 251) were taken in second-growth scrub
timber or cut-over land. Clark also states that the paratype (from Long-
leaf, Louisiana) was collected in second-growth timber.
Fitch (1949, pp. 87-88) has summarized some of the factors that may
have contributed to the rarity of ruthveni by stating, "It is universally
agreed by natives and longtime inhabitants of the general region that
snakes are far less abundant now than in past decades of the present cen-
tury. Deforestation of west-central Louisiana has occurred mostly since
1920. Remiioval of the longleaf pine woods, and frequent burning of the
grasslands whiclh replaced them have altered the original habitat in a way
that is unfavorable for most wildlife species, including snakes. The grad-
ual increase in the human population has resulted in increasing pressure
on the native wildlife, so that most of the larger reptiles, birds, and mam-
mals are nearly exterminated, or lhave become scarce and localized . . .
During the early part of the present decade the activating of army camps
in Louisiana and the large scale army maneuvers led to concentrations of
humans in places hitherto but thinly populated. Slaughter of snakes took
place on a large scale, and may have effected drastic reductions in num-
bers of some of the more conspicuous kinds, at least. Ever since this
region was first settled, range hogs have roamed the woods and have
been an important factor in their ecology. They are known to feed on
snakes, including the venomous species."
Another factor and one that would help to account for the apparent
scarcity of both ritthvenii and lodingi is the inherent tendency for pine
snakes to hide, to take refuge in burrows and cavities or beneath vegeta-
tion, or to burrow into the arenaceous substratum. Although I personally
have never encountered either of them in the field, it is probably safe to
presume their habits, in part, at least, are similar to those of the eastern
Pititophis ni. nelanolelucufs, with which I have a somewhat more than
passing acquaintance. Finding niielanioleuicius is largely a matter of clhance.
It is a commilon and widespread snake in the pine barrens of southern
New Jersey, where I live, but it is not often encountered. Althouglh one
may go afield repeatedly or drive hundreds of miles over pine barrens
roads, two or three specimens a season is a good average. I would be at
a loss to suggest any one place where I could guarantee to find iiielano-
leitct s even during a week of intensive collecting.
None of the live snakes collected by Fitch or Mansueti made any
attempt to bite, but they thrashed about vigorously in their efforts to
escape. Loud hissing was also a part of their behavior pattern. AMr. and
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MArs. J. WV. Pittman, who collected the specimen in WAVood Counity, Texas,
state that the snake "pushed his head up as high as lhe could and blewv or
hissed more of a blowing sound."
Residents of west central Louisiana wlho are interested enough to
distinguish one serpent from another call ruithvenii the "bull" snake.
The four specimens that have been exhibited in the Philadelphia
Zoological Garden fed well on mice and sparrows. One of them waxed
fat and survived for six years, six and one-half months before succumllbing
to an anal infection. It becamiie quite docile in captivity. Food was in-
variabl)y constricted before being eaten.
SYSTEMATIC POSITION: The Louisiana pine snake is the link between the
pine snakes of the East and the bullsnake and gopher snakes of the West.
Three allopatric forms occur east of the range of rifthvenii (Pititophlis
nwiela7noleilcius mnielan1oleuiculs and the subspecies nuii gitus and lodingi).
Intergradation between nmelanoleucus and mu1lgitus cani be easily demllon-
strated, and intergradation between lodingi and other eastern races is at
least strongly indicated. Klauber, in his extensive review of the w-estern
goplher snakes ('1947 ), recognized five mainland races (Pitiuophis catenii-
fer eaten ifer and the subspecies anniiectenis, deserticola, affiiis, and savi),
witlh ample evidence of intergradation among them.
Both morphologically and geographically, ruthveni lies between the
eastern an(l westernl forms, with lodingi its nearest neiglhbor towards the
east and sayi towards the west. There is no evidence that it intergrades
with savi, and there is only the iimissinig Bogalusa snake to suggest that
inltergradation may take place betweeln rittlzheni and lodingi. There is no
positive proof of the latter, lhowever, and it is here assumiied that inter-
gradation between rulthvenii and both of its two closest allopatric relatives,
lodinqi and sayi, remains to be demonstrated.
The ranges of ruthzveni and lodingi are separated by the broad alluvial
plaini of the NMississippi River wlhiclh probably-, as Fugler ( 1955. p. 24)
has stuggested, serves as a barrier to contact between them. Bloth of these
snakes are partial to sandy areas and pine woods. The alluviumi, the
swN-amiips, and the periodic flooding to which the big river valley is sub-
jected would combinle to form an unsuitable habitat. The actual gap be-
tween the ranges of riuthveni and lodingi, based on presently know-n
localities, is approximately 150 miles and not "more than 250 miles" as
stated by Fugler (loc. cit.). It is possible that future collecting may nar-
row the gap considerably, for the disjunct portions of the longleaf pine
belt are not too widely separated (see map, fig. 1).
Tow-ards the west, the recent acquisition of a specimen of rttlizemi
from Wood Countv, Texas, reduces the gap in ranige between ritthz'ci
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anid sai to an airline distance of less than 100 miles. In terms of vegeta-
tional provinces, only the relatively narrow Oak-Hickory regioni lies
between them (Tharp, 1939, map). Whether or not either form pene-
trates this region remains to be demonstrated. Like miiost vegetational
and physiographic regions, the Oak-Hickory of Texas is (and was) not
an unbroken stand, even in pre-pioneer days. As Tharp (1939, p. 35)
states, the line of contact between the Oak-Hickory and the Black Land
Prairie to the west 'is exceedingly sinuous witlh mottes of timber stanid-
ing as islands in the prairie and wvith embayments of prairie lying both
between peninsular timber strips and as 'lakes' well within the timbered
region." Tharp furtlher states that grassland islands occurred even witlli
the Pine-Oak region wherein ruitthvenii recently lhas been taken.
Conversely, fragments of the Pine-Oak forest are separated from tlle
main portion by a considerable strip of Oak-Hickory. These fragmenits
are in Bastrop, Lee, and Caldwell counties. "They are thought to be
relict remains of a once much more extensive forest which existed when
the lhumid area extended much farther westward than at present" (Tlharp,
1939, p. 38). Hence the habitats of ruthveni and savi approach eaclh otlher
closely and may even overlap.
Amonig the specimens now available, there is none that shows clhar-
acters branding it indisputably as intermiiediate between ritthvenii and
sayi. Hence intergradation between these two canniot be demonstrated.
Yet they obviously are closely related, and future collecting may prove a
complete overlapping of clharacters. The possibility also cannot be over-
looked that an interdigitating type of intergradation may occur stilch as
is evidently the case betwveen two of the forms of m?lelanioleltcus in the
East. In the region where welanzoleitcuis and niuagitlus come together, not-
ably in South Carolina, specimens are found in the same region that are
identifiable with mielanoleiucuts, others that are identifiable with niu1gituls,
and still others that are intermediate in one or more clharacters. Con-
ceivably, a similar situation may exist between ruthveni and sayi.
Burt (1935, p. 382) and Smith and Kennedy (1951, p. 96) iniferred
intergradation between sayi and ruthzveni, and Fugler (1955, p. 24)
assumed it. None of these authors, however, offered an+! concrete proof
that intergradation does take place.
Without proof of intergradation, one could state that there are, in
essence, three separate groups of the genus Pititophis in the LUnited
States; these miglht be classified taxonoomically as three separate species,
viz.:
1. Pitutophis melanoleuicuts, with three subspecies, including lodingi
2. Pituophis catmnifer, w-itlh several subsp?cies, including sayvi
3. Pitntophis ritthveni
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Ain alternate initerpretationi w-otuld be to presuime that intergradationi
would take place, if the raniges of rittZ'vuii anid its nearest neiglhbors of
the samiie gentns couild be brought together. Tlis would be in coilfornfalnce
wsitlh the polvtypic species concept as enutniiciated by Alavr ( 1942, p. III.
Stuclh an initerpretation wN-ould result in makinig the g-enutis Pitulophlis conI-
sist of a single species extendling from coast to coast and conlsisting of
ninie sul)species of inoel(aiiolcitcits wN-ithiln the bordlers of thle United States
(affil is, amnoctenls, catnlifer, descrticolal, lodUig(i, mnclanolc icits, ut1tigit us,
ritthlz,ci, alid sai). This arrangemiienit vas proposed by Smllitlh and Ken-
nedv (1951, p. 96), and it is the one that I recomlmiiiend be adopted.
The overlap in scale counts, the overlap in the number of spots and
blotclhes, anid the elements of the lhead pattern of savi that occasionally
appear in ritlz'vmi all are inidicative that the snakes of the two poptla-
tions belhave as subspecies alnd nlot as species.
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